
CHAPTER XIII

THE RATIONALE OF DOWSING

$ r. Orsoleto TnBonrrs

Y YNTIL that attitude of mind which produces what is
I I caled scientific method had becorie established as
l\. the only proper manner in which to approach any
problem, there arose from time to time, according to the
fashion of the moment, a variety of explanations of the varied
and numerous mysteries of nature. One of these, and one
the mystery of which increased in men's minds in proportion
to its value and wide application, was the dowsing-rod.

The earliest theory put forward in explanation of the pheno-
mena of dowsing was that of sympathy. It was alleged that
when the heavy-laden branches of some tree bent to the earth,
they did so not in obedience to the laws of gravitation but
to those of sympathy. It was alleged that there exists some
innate afrnity between certain objects, as between the heavenly
bodies and the processes of nature, the moon and the fluctua-
tions of the waters, and the like. Thus this theory was not
altogether based on empty speculation; it was when they
began to apply this hypothesis to matters for which they
had no evidence, that these early investigators went astray.
One example of their error, the idea that there existed a special
sympathy between the wooden bough of the tree and sub-
terranean metals, led to a further error in interpreting the
facts of dowsing. It led to the obviously absurd error that
the dowsing-rod moved towards the earth in the hands of the
dowser when he passed over metals (for this was the only use
of the rod in the sixteenth century and before) because of the
attraction exercised by the hidden metal on the sympathetic
wooden rod.

The next theory saw the fight in France towards the end
of the seventeenth century. Variously known as the atomic
or the corpuscular theory, it is, if anything, even more fan-
tastic than the one just described, though it is obviously
based on it. This theory is graphically shown in the accom-
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panying illustration, but to make the matter quite clear we
cannot do better than quote the worthy and learned William
Pryce on this subject: " The corpuscles . . that rise from
the Minerals, entering the rod, determine it tb bow down, in
order to render it parallel to the vertical [nes which the effiuvia
describe in their rise. In effect the Mineral particles seem to
be emitted from the earth ; now the Virgula, being of a light
porous wood, gives an easy passage to these particles, which
are also very fine and subtle ; the effiuvia then driven forwards
by those that follow them, and pressed at the same time by
the atmosphere incumbent on them, are forced to enter the
little interstices between the fibres of the wood, and by that
effort they oblige it to incline, or dip down perpendicularly,
to become parallel with the little columns which those vapours
form in their rise." 1 We have alreadyseen how this theory
was enlarged in order to encompass the activities of Jacques
Aymar in tracing murderers, it being decided that the body
of a murderer gave off a special kind of corpuscular emanation
which was named matilre meurtri\re. Nor have these ideas
failed to find contemporary adherents.

Before the corpuscular theory had arisen and for long after
its popularity had failed, the official religious dogma in regard
to dowsing was the usual simple and comprehensive one: if
the rod did good it was due either to divine inspiration or to
the action of angels, if no result was achieved then the move-
ments of the rod were due to the direct interference of evil
spirits or even of the devil himself, as we can see in figure
g. This plain alternative was supplemented sometimes by
the introduction of merely playful demons, who regarded the
moving of the rod as a pleasant pastime.

The theory of sympathetic affinity and attraction outlived
the name which it originally bore and we find the principle
behind this theory transmogrified into Reichenbach's Od-
force, or radio-active force, or dynamic force and the like.
These new names were principally due to the fact that, as we
have seen, the divining-rod was a familiar object long before
the dowsing-rod became an object worthy of serious considera-
tion. Naturally, therefore, the first explanations that were
forthcoming smacked very strongly of this occult ancestry.
Later, however, the occultists were in rather a difficr:lty; for,
having claimed the rod as an occult phenomenon, they could
not reconcile that claim with the disappearance of the theory
of sympathetic affinity. How these writers then transferred
the onus of the responsibility to science can be judged from

I Mineralogia Cornubdensds (tZZ8), p. rr4.
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the following passage from Mr A. E. Waite :, " . . . the ordinary
divining-rod . . . is an instrument of natural magic and not
of pneumatic art. This is substantially equivalent to saying
that if its curious properties are really established facts, they
are unappreciated phenomena of ordinary science and belong,
like the loadstone, to the domain of magnetism." l This
comparison of the rod to the loadstone is, of course, meaning-
less, but the magnetic theory itself has received very wide
support.

Still later, with the general use of electricity, this further
phenomenon was used and at the present day a majority of
dowsers affirm with the most dogmatic emphasis that the
phenomena they produce are due to electricity. In Germany

Fro. 64. " Cunnprts " pAssrNG TltRoucrr A RoD.

Count J. de Tristan, Recherchx sur quelques efiuues tcrrcstues (1826), Fig. 7

most students of this subject are making heroic attempts to
prove this assertion; they combine as a rule the theories of
magnetism and electricity, and their ideas amount to this :

that underground water exerts magnetic attraction on the
dowsing-rod on the same principle as the magnet on steel.
De Tristan 2 spoke of these magnetic currents as efi,uues terres-
tres, arrd held that water gave off, in addition to the magnetic
currents, certain electrical currents which, passing through the
hands of the dowser, formed a circuit with the earth whenever
the dowser and his rod pass over water, the two currents
passing through the rod as shown in Fig. 64. On this basis a

r The Occult Sciences (r89r), pp. 15r-162.
r Count J. de Tristan, Reoherahes swr quelques efiuues teuest/es (1826).
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considerable number of mechanical appliances have been
invented and are used by their inventors.

A novel theory has been put forward by Sir W. H. Preece,
who writes : " The proper use of electric currents can show the
existence of water and of metallic veins, but the so-called
'divining-rod' has nothing whatever to do with electrical or
magnetic phenomena as far as I can conceive. I have come
to the conclusion that it is mechanical vibration, set up by
the friction of moving water, acting upon the sensitive verlical
dillhraSm of certain exceptionally delicately framed persons
[which causes the phenomena of dowsing]." 1 -

These theories, whatever their intrinsic value may be, do at
any rate attempt to explain the matter rationally, but there are
many theories which are hopelessly eccentric or which entirely
evade the main issue. Such, for instance, is that of an American
writer who declares that the forked branch dips because of
the physical impossibility of maintaining it in a horizontal
position.a And that of Count von Klinckowstroem who writes
in a letter that " the sun, and the moon which reflects its rays,
can be considered as an essential source of energy for the
motion of the rod." And that of Dr Aigner, the leader
of the German dowsers'association, who looks upon dowsing
as the " rudiment o{ an atavistic sense of smell." These
opinions we need not discuss, though the last theory has the
support of Bishop W. Boyd Carpenter,s and of Lord Farrer,
himself a dowser, who writes that dowsing seems to him to
be " analogous to those disused powers which savages possess,
but which civilized men generally lose. Is it just possible that
at an earlier geological period the earth was drier and hotter,
and for the preservation of the species it was necessary to track
water ? "

$ z. CnrrrcrsM oF rnB OssorETE THEoRTES

Nearly all these theories are still held by many persons, and
not only by those who know little of the subject but by not
a few students who are well acquainted with it. Therefore
it is necessary to indicate briefly why these theories are unten-
able. This can be done very easily along several lines. The
reader will have observed that those theories which postulate
attraction between the underground metal or water and the

I The T,imes (r6th of January rgo5), p. rzil.t P. Robinson, " Saunterings in Utah," Harper's Magazinc (1883),
lxvi. 7o5-7r4.t " Presidential Address," Proa. S.P.R. (r9r3), xxvi. 19.
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wooden rod at once fall to the ground because of the fact,
amply demonstrated in the previous chapter, that the rod is
far-fiom being always a wooden one, that it can be of any
substance which responds to muscular movements, and that
it can be entirely dispensed with. In short, any theory which
seeks to explain the origin or rationale of dowsing on the
basis of the material or shape of the rod is ipso faclo valueless.

The theory of electricity can be disposed of in a very simple
manner by any reader who cares to go to the trouble. Those
dowsers who allege that the phenomena they produce are due
to electricity, further allege that if they stand on a sheet of
insulating material the rod will not move. It has already
been pointed out that this fact, if it is afact, would not demon-
strate the falseness of the theory, for if the dowser stands on
a sheet of insulating material or on a glass-legged stool, he
is merely preventing electrical conduction from the earth and
does not impair electrical induction. But this simple experi-
ment can be adapted in this way: place the dowser over a
spot beneath which he declares water to run and cause him
to stand on a stool or the like which is capable of being caused
to alternately insulate and uninsulate him. Now when the
dowser knows that he is completely insulated, his rod will not
budge an inch ; then go through some elaborate, but meaning-
less,- actions and inform the dowser that he is uninsulated :

immediately the rod will dip. Nevertheless throughout the
experiment the dowser was uniformly insulated. This simple
test has been repeatedly carried out and proves in an incontro-
vertible manner that what causes the rod to move under these
circumstances is not electricity but the dowser's own ideas,
whether conscious or subconscious. This opinion gains strong
support from an equally simple experiment described by Sir
E.-B. Tylor, whose clear intellect and power of discrimination
led him to this view as far back as rBB3. He said in a lecture
given at the University Museum, Oxford: " That the spring
or other object sought has really no effect on the instrument,
but that its dipping has to do with the seeker, is sufficiently
shown by its being considered to act with the most dissimilar
objects-a spring of water, a vein of ore, a piece of metal, a
dead body-which have, however, this in common, that they
are what the dowser is in search of. It does not appear that
he fraudulently moves the rod, but my sensations led me to
agree with Chevreul that the slight movements of the hands
aie unconsciously guided to accumulate into impulses sufficient
to cause the twig to dip or rise. I noticed that when I could
allow my attentibn to stray, the rod would {rom time to time
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move in my hands in a way so lifelike that an uneducated person
might well suppose the movements to be spontaneous. It
is hardly necessary to say that the rod always moves where
the bearer's mind suggests an object. In the present case the
special business of the dowser was to find springs of water,
and his difficulty was to distinguish between the mere top
springs, which though acting on the rod were of course practic-
ally worthless, and the valuable main springs which would
repay the sinking of a well. In the trial an incident occurred
which threw light on the whole operation. The rod when
brought over my watch, dipped strongly, and the dowser
looking up at me with innocent archness said: 'You see, sir,
it's just over the mainspring of your watch.' The remark
showed how his mind was so simply controlled bv association
of ideas, that he expected the same action from a main s|ring
of water and of a watch, their likeness of name quite overriding
their unlikeness of nature. Nothing could have better shown
at once the man's sincerity and the purely ideal character of
his craft, nor does one often meet with a more perfect illustra-
tion of the state of mind where magic has its origin in delusive
analogy, whether of things or of their names." I

Those theories which posit a magnetic, radio-active or other
emanation from water, and the vibratory theory of Sir W. H.
Preece, cannot be so easily disposed of. The case against them
is based on the fact that the dowser is not only able to find
underground water, but can also find mineral veins, coal, oil
and petroleum, hidden coins and any object or substance what-
ever on which the dowser's intention is fixed.

$ 3. Dowsnrc FoR MrscureNBous OBJEcrs

We are obliged to relegate for brief mention many now
subsidiary uses of dowsing. We have seen that at one time
the rod was exclusively used for the finding of minerals. This
use has now almost entirely died out, probably because of the
very exact knowledge we now possess of the location of such
mineral deposits. Nevertheless occasional use of the rod for
this purpose still occurs. One of the most successful practi-
tioners of dowsing for metals in contemporary days was a
dowser named Hazel who lived near Bristol until his death in
r9oo. A record of general observations and experiments with
Hazel has been kindly made by Mr W. Pole Routh, of Reading.
Again, a report has reached ui of a recent discovery of gold b-y
means of dowsing in the Curone Valley in Piedmont, some

r " Anthropology," Nature (1883), xxviii. 58.
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miles from Alessandria. Mrs Greig, of Mill, South Zeal, Oke-
hampton, Devonshire, has had some interesting successes in
the discovery of underground coal, and has proved equally
successful in some experiments carried out with her by Colonel
W. G. Lowther, J.P., for the discovery of metals. In this
connexion it may be interesting to observe that early in rgrT
Sir William Barrett had the idea that submarines and mines
might be discovered from the surface of the water by means
of dowsing ; after consultation with Sir Oliver Lodge the idea
was put before the Admiralty Board of Invention and Research,
who authorized experiments to be made, which, however,

owing to the expense involved,
did not take place.

Dowsing has also been ap-
plied in the American conti-
nents to the finding of mineral
waters (a case of which will be
found in Appendix B), oil and
petroleum. Several accounts
of these last applications have
reached us which describe suc-
cesses, more particularly in
Peru; and Mr Frank N. Hales
of Armstrong, British Colum-
bia, has kindly sent an account
of the achievement of an oil-
dowser in California, who
states that he learnt his art in

Frc. 65. China. But with all these
TnBRooesner-onveGrnneNMrNrn forms 'we cannot deal. We
C. Sterne, Dic Wahrsog*ng (1862), p. 8E may COnClUde thiS brief surVey

of the varied uses of dowsing
by quoting an extremely interesting and valuable relation of
Sir Herbert Marrell (also independently described in a letter by
Andrew Lang), from which it will be seen that Aymar's tracing
of human beings by means of his rod is not a solitary case.
It may be mentioned that the Mr Howson referred to has sub.
sequently carried out a number of experiments in dowsing
which show that his achievements in the following case are
far from unique. Sir Herbert's story opens with an account
of cases of water-dowsing, which are worth reproducing, though
we have not obtained independent testimony : " Our County
Council having condemned open springs for the domestic
supply of water and called upon landowners to provide covered
wells, I found myself under the necessity of sinking no fewer
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than ninety-five wells. In ninety-three cases water was found
without diffrculty ; wells were sunk and equipped at an average
cost of {25, or {zB7S in all. But on two farms we were
defeated, we failed utterly to hit upon a supply.

Hearing of our dilemma, Mr Howson, a gentleman of Lanca-
shire, most kindly offered his assistance as an amateur dowser.
He had never been on the ground before,l but he came, he
saw, he conquered. He walked at high speed over the fields
quartering the ground as a well-trained pointer might do,
and carrying before him, not the traditional forked hazel rod,
but a piece of stout twisted wire, bent to form an acute angle,
with an end held in either hand. On both farms he indicated
a spot where we should sink a well; we did so and found
an ample supply in each place, which has never failed in the
ten years that have gone
by since.

Some years previously,
desiring to sink a well in
the garden, I had availed
myself of the power of a
lady friend who had the
gift of 'dowsing '. She
went all over the ground,
and her rod (an orthodox
hazel this time) indicated
one spot, and one only,
where waterwould be found.
The well was never sunk,
and I bethought me of trying whether Mr Howson's wire
would correspond in its action with that of the lady's hazel.
I took him over the whole ground, and, sure enough, at the
very same spot his index turned smartly up.

We were sitting at luncheon one day, eight or ten of us, when
Mr Howson asked whether we would care to see some further
experiments with the divining rod. Of course we agreed. He
then said that if he might take the ' power 'of any one present
by touching him or her with the point of the wire that served
him as a rod, that person might go out into the park or woods
or anywhere and that he would follow his or her footsteps at
any time within, I think he said, 36 hours. So we sent out a
young lady, whose 'power 'he took in the manner prescribed,
pressing the polnt of the wire on her arm. We gave her a ten

r The geological foundation is lower Silurian rock, overlaid with
glacial drift, the surface soil or tilth being rather light gravelly loam.
The land lies in aseries of low ridges, and is under arable rotation,
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minutes start, and then set forth in pursuit, guided by the
diviner. It was impossible that there should be any collusion
between pursuer and pursued, for it was I who asked the lady
to submit to the experiment, and Mr Howson had never met
her till just before we sat down to luncheon. It was equally
impossible that he should have seen from his seat at the table
the direction she took in her flight ; yet he hit the trail at
once, followed it step by step, the index pointing upward when
he was right and rising to horizontal when he was astray.
Our operator followed that young woman across a wide lawn,
into a wood on the far side, where she had described a consider-
able circuit, returning to the flower-garden near the house.
Here Mr Howson got confused. 'There are several tracks
here,'said he ; ' I am afraid I am beaten this time.' It turned
out that the young lady had been in the garden before luncheon
gathering flowers !

The next chase ended more satisfactorily. A male member
of the party was sent forth, his 'power' having been duly
taken, and, after prolonged pursuit, was run to ground.

Even more perplexing was Mr Howson's next demonstration
of his power. He bade us arrange round a table a number
of pieces of crockery-porcelain, delft, stoneware, etc., three or
four of each manufacture. We did so, and allowed the operator
to 'take the power' of one piece of a set. He was then
brought into the room blindfold, was led round the table, and
with his rod picked out the pieces of the set of which he had
taken the 'power.' " Sir Herbert Maxwell proceeds to describe
further and equally interesting experiments of the same nature.l

$ 4. Dowsnrc FoR HroorN euo LosT Onlrcts
There is a large body of evidence showing that the dowser

succeeds equally well in finding hidden or lost objects as in
finding underground water, but one need do no more than
quote a few typical instances. Thus Mr T. Forder Plowman
writes : " Some time ago I met a personal friend, Mr William
Brown, of Middlehill House, Box, at the Board Room of the
G.W.R. Company, at Bristol, whither we had both come to
attend a meeting, quite unconnected with either water or
divining. While we were waiting, some one called to see Mr
Brown, and before this person left my friend asked me if I had
ever seen a water diviner, as he could show me one. I replied
that I had heard of such persons, but had never dropped across
them. He then introduced me to John Mullins, who, he

L Memoirs oJ the Months (r&g7-r9zz), i. r7r-r74.
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said, had been most successful in finding water on his property.
After I had had some conversation with Mullins, my friend
asked him to leave the room for a few momenls. When he
had done so Mr Brown informed me that, although Mullins
would not bind himself to find anything but water, he had
had proof of his capacity to discover hidden metal, and he
would test it in my presence. He then took three sovereigns
from his purse and placed them in a line, and several feet apart,
underneath the Turkey carpet. I may say that the door of
the room was closed, and that no one could observe our pro-
ceedings through the keyhole, as it did not command the end
of the room we were in. We then called Mullins in, and asked
him to use his rod along the left-hand side of the room. He
took a forked twig from his pocket and proceeded up the room
with it, holding it in front of him as I have described. It
showed no agitation at first, but soon did so, and we marked
the spot with a piece of paper. Twice afterwards this occurred,
and Mullins said he had no doubt but that he had come across
some water conveyed under the flooring, probably the supply
to a cistern. We then turned up the carpet and found the
sovereigns on the spots indicated by the rod." r

Mr Brown carried out another interesting experiment of this
nature, which he describes in a letter. In Mullins's absence he
and some others who were present placed ten stones on the
road, putting a sovereign under each of three of these stones.
When Mullins came he was asked to pass his rod over these
stones, the experiment having been explained to him, and
without hesitation gave correct indications. When he came
to a stone under which there was no sovereign he at once said,
" Nothing here master," but when he came to the others he
remarked, " All right, master, thankee," turned the stone over
and put the sovereign in his pocket.

A number of similar incidents in finding coins, drain-pipes and
the like, have been described incidentally in previous chapters.
The following one is typical; Mr Bruce of Norton HaIl, Glou-
cester, writes: " Mullins also found a half-sovereign I had
buried in a walk we were then making. I would have lost
the half-sovereign if it had not been for Mullins, as I was so
careful not to put any mark fon the place where it has been
hidden] that I was not able to find the place myself, and when
Mullins stopped and said it was undef his foot, I thought he
was wrong, but there it was ! "

In May r9o9 a number of scientists and the three dowsers,
I " The Divining Rod," Proceed,ings of the Balh Natutal History anil

Anliquarian Field Club (1889), vi. 4r4-4r5.
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Mr J. F. Young, of Llanelly, Mr Ede, of Arundel, and Mr H.
Farndell, of Littlehampton, gathered in the Caxton HaIl,
Westminster, for the purpose of carrying out set experiments
such as those described above. One of the experiments was
as follows : A coin was to be hidden in some part of the room
in the absence of the dowsers and while all lhose present in
the room looked out of the window, the person hiding the coin
was then to leave the room, and one ofthe dowserJcalled in
to try and find the coin. This was done five times : first the
coin was hidden by Sir William Barrett beneath an article
lying on a chair in the large Council Room, 45 other chairs
bein-g similarly covered. The odds against finding the coin
at the first venture were thus 45 to r, but when Mr young
was called in he immediately indicated the correct chair. M;
Y-oung again left the room, accompanied by a guardian, and
the coin was hidden under anothel chair, whiih was again
correctlv. indicated by Mr Young. The odds against two Juch
consecutive successes being due to chance coincidence are 2,o25
t9 ,. A third experiment was made with Mr Young, and thii
tlme 

-a 
sceptical- gentleman, Mr A. E. Best, hid thelovereign,

the 
-dowser-s being- absent and all those present looking dut

of the window. Mr Best then left the robm and the ddwser
came in and fixed on a certain chair. This was wrong, but
when Mr Best came in he said he had first put it theft and
then removed it to another chair. Without any information
b-eing given to the dowser he was asked to try again to find
the coin, which he did correctly. There would be [ood reason
to consider this as two distinct, and even speciallyinstructive,
successes, but reckoning it merely as a success it the second
attempt and reckoning the odds against such a success as being
20 to r, the odds against the results at the end of the third
experiment being due to hazard are 4o,5oo to r. The fourth
time the coin was hidden by Mr H. May and again found at
the first trial by Mr Young. On the fiith andlast trial the
sovereign was secreted by Mr R. F. Duke, F.G.S., and found
at the fi-rst attempt by Mr Ede. At the end of the experiment
the o-dds against the results being purely fortuit6us were
o,ver Bo,ooo,ooo to r, presenting orrabsolute moral certitude
that the dowser is able to find hidden objects. M. Charles
Richet has carried out very similar experiments,l and among
dowsers who have kindly submitted to iuch tests may be men--
tioned Mr R. G. D. Tosswill, of Budleigh Salterton, MiJermans,
F.R.I.B.A. of Exeter, and Mr Young, some of whose iuccessei

.t " La Suggestion mentale," Reoue PhilosophQue (r88a), xviii. 639
et seq.
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have just been recorded and who conducted, with himself as
subject, many other similar experiments.

The Rev. H. J. T. Tringham, of Long Cross Vicarage, Chertsey,
is an amateur dowser, and has carried out some interesting
experiments, some of which he describes in the following letter
(dated the zrst of January rg22) i " Last night I was making

Frc. 67 Txr Roo As rrELD nv Geanrrr pe Monrrum: FInst
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From his Histoirc ilc l'hyilroseo|i,e (r849), Frontispiece

the test [by dowsing] over a lot of coins*silver and copper,
and the rod moved in a lively fashion, but I found . . . that
it would only work if the thought of metal was in my mind.
If I thought of water it would not work for metal, and vice
versa. Well, that is weird enough, but it occurred to me
that I might be deceiving myself as to the movement of the
rod over the coins, more especially when I found that to get
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it to operate I had to think of the particular metal of which
the coins were made ! So I devised a test. I made parcels
of silver coins and p-arce_ls of copper coins, and . jurirbled ,

them up together so that I had nol the least idea which metal
any.one of th_em contained. Then I selected one at hazard,
p$ il on the floor and tried the rod over it, thinking of silver.
'Nothing dgiqg,' as-the boys say. Changed my tlought to
copper, and the rod moved. Copper it was. i tried-each
packet in turn and the rod neveimade a mistake ! This is
rather-uncanny, but fascinating. I tried with pewter, and with
an ordinary tin, and got no iesult.,,

-4"111y, under this head, may be quoted the following case
of finding a lost jewel by dowsing.- Miss F. M. Turn"er, of
Hampton Court, near Worcester, irites on the rrth of April
rgrr : " A little while ago a valuable turquoise and diam6nd
1!ng was_lost, on a hockey ground, by tire daughter of the
Vic_ar of Pershore, in Worcestershire. The ring hat been given
to her to take care of while her friend was -playing holkey,
and the loser was naturally greatly distresied. iorg dd
lepeated search was im-mediately made for the missing- ring,
but it was without result, and ail hope of ever seeing tfre riri[
again wa,s abandoned. The loser one day chanced to heai
of my 'divining ' powers, and at once wrote to me, and I
consented to go and see if I could help in such a minute search.
The, day was a very sto-rmy one, and I had only time to carefully
walk backward and forward by the pavilion and mark ont
place whe-re.py r-od turned in my hand, when a very heavy
storm of hail and rain came on, and when it was 6ver tht
ground was so wet and muddy we could not properly examine
the sp-ot I had marked-also, I had to catctimy triin. Next
day.the lady and_her sister went back to th6 place with a
garden fork, and the very first sod they moved cbntained the
ring; it had been trodden into the ground half an inch, and
was only three inches away from the spot marked by me the
day before . . . I must cbnfess that i was as surlrised as
everyone else that such a small thing as a ring couldbe found
by the rod in such a large t_ract of ground as tf,e hockey field.,,
These facts were duly_confirmed by a letter from the"lady in
question, Miss Mary Lawson.

$ 5. CnverrsrHEsrA rN Dowsrxc
The facts put forward in S$ E and 4 seem to us to prove in no

uncertain manner that the phenomena of dowsing- cannot be
due to any kind of emanation or radiation. Sir W. H. preece,s
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theory that the success of the dowser is due to an hyperasthetic
perception of the vibrations produced by undergrotmd water
is readily traversed by the dowser's success in finding a hidden
object or underground mineral vein, which produce no vibra-
tions. Similarly, granting what is in itself a quite unfounded
supposition, that underground water in some way throws out
some kind of emanation which is hyperesthetically cognized
by the dowser, how would this cover the findingof other things
than water ? There can be no form of emanation known to
science produced equally by all forms of matter and afiecting
equally all forms of matter. To say, therefore, that dowsing
is due to an aqueous emanation or radiation is a mere termino-
logical perversity.

Before proceeding to discuss our owr theory a further
series of facts has to be put forward. The reader will have
noticed in the case of the boy Guy Fenley and in a few others
that the dowser speaks of, or is spoken of, as " seeing " or
" perceiving " the underground water or other objective. In
the caseof Miss Miles's discoveryof a lost cistern for Mrs Bat-
son, Miss Miles wrote that when she carne near the spot she
" saw the tank unmistakeably, it appeared large with a rounded
top and something branching away from it." This was, in
fact, the appearance of the cistern. Arising from this statement
an experiment was made with Miss Miles, in which a coin was
hidden under a carpet in Miss Miles's absence. When she came
in, without any possibility of unconscious guidance being given,
she correctly described the spot where the coin was hidden,
saying as she closed her eyes for a moment : " I see it under
the corner of that rug." This test was twice repeated with
equal success, and when the very large number of places suitable
foi hiding a coin in an ordinary living room is remembered,
this becomes a very valuable piece of evidence-

The following case of a boy in South Africa rnay be compared :

Professor R. F. A. Hoernl6, of Armstrong College, Newcastle-
on-Tyne, writes (zzndof. December rytz)'. " In October, r9rr,
about z| months before I left S. Africa (Cape Town) for good,
I received a letter (in Dutch) from a resident at Paarl, a small
country town about 6o miles from Cape Town [actually 3o
miles E.N.E.], in which he told me of a boy, aged about rr
(I think) who could find water by 'seeing 'it. On my taking
the letter to Mr J. Du Toit, Professor of Dutch at the South
African College, Cape Town, f learnt that the case was well
known to the Professor, because the boy in question lives in
the Orange Free State on a farm close to one belonging to Prof.
Du Toit's brother.
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I summarise the facts as told me by Prof. Du Toit. When

the_boy was about 5 years of age, his father, finding the three
wells on his farm inadequate, started diggrrrg for another
without success. Thetoy came running to his mbther : . Why
doe_: father dig there ? There is no water there. He oughi
to dig here. There is water here,'and he pointed to a spot some
yards away from where the father was digging. At first no
one paid any attention, taking it for childish prattle. But the
boy insis_ted, and his curiously positive cbnviction finally
im-pressed the parents so much that they dug at the spoi
indicated, where, in due coyrs-g, they strucli a plentiful supfly.
At first they were upset, believing it-as 'backveld , B6eis
are quite likely to do-a case of diabolical possession, but the
minister of the Dutch Reformed Church had the good sense
to reassure them. The story presently came to be hinted
about the countryside; other farmers, either from curiosity
or because themselves in need of fresh wells, asked. the bov
to visit their farms and indicate water. As a result, th;
parents soon lost their superstitious terror, and in fact ended
by mqkilS a business of their son's 'gift ',-by now, no doubt,
regarded as 'divine.' At any rate, I was told that the fee-
payable- to the father-is {5 for three indications; money
returned in case of failure. Many farmers, according to my in-
formant, and also villages have successfully availed themselves
of the py's_ser-vices. Of failures I could hear nothing-only
9f 3n a-lle-ged failure. When that was reported to the-boy hi
insisted that they must have dug at the wrbng spot, and revisit-
ing the locality, he is said to have indicated as the original spot
3 spol about-one yard array-from the one where the people
had- dug, and at this original spot water was duly found.
_ The boy employs no rod or any other instrument or device.
He is said to 'see ' the water simply as if there were no solid
soil between him and it at all. He will point to the slope of
a 'kopje' and trace the line o{ a subterranean water-cotrse
as if itwereon the surface. And he.p""[;;i.;"iGtl;;G
'gleaqr 'and sparkle as if it were in the sunlight. H; estimates
the volume at least sufficiently to advise his employers whether
it is worth their while to dig or not. I could-noi get certain
evidence as to whether he can tell accurately how deep down
they have to dig before they strike water. 

-Also, f co-uld not
ascertain whether he is in a trance or in any other way in
an abnormal condition when ' seeing'water. -But 

he was de-
scribed as, apart from the gift, a perflcfly normal and healthy
child. Needless to say, hehas no geological knowledge of any
kind."
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There is no lack of historical evidence for this method of
dowsing by " seeing " the water and the like. In Appendix
A are discussed the Spanish dowsers known as Zahoris, or clear-
seers. In the eighteenth century there was Jean Jacques
Parangue l in France and the woman Pedegacha 2 in Portugal ;
and in Switzerland in the first half of the nineteenth century
occurred the striking case of Katharina Beutler and Anna Maria
Briegger, s both of Thurgovia. In none of these cases, however,
is the evidence sufficiently ample to justify its being discussed
here. By a curious chance that is not the case in an incident
recorded by Dr Ashburner. This writer, in considering the
facts of dowsing, gives a remarkable instance of a girl who,
when mesmerised (the word was still fashionable when he wrote),
appeared to be an excellent dowser; in the hypnotic trance,
when the rod moved in her hands, she exclaimed that she saw
the water a few feet beneath the surface, and gave a vivid
description of it. Dr Ashburner quotes in full the letter he
had received from a lady, a friend of his, grving a minute
account of this experiment, which was made in a field adjoining
the lady's house in Hertfordshire. At the spot where the rod
turned and the girl declared that she saw the water, a well
was dug, and an abundant supply of good water was found
a few feet below the surface, though previously the lady states
that they had " very bad water and had long been unable to
find a good spring." a

This took place in the middle of the last century and it seemed
hopeless to obtain any confirmation of the case, especially as
Dr Ashburner gives no names. But by a fortunate chance
a letter was sent to Sir William Barrett from a lady living at
Waterford, who writing to a friend d fropos of his first report
on dowsing, gave an account of a visit she paid in fi47 to her
aunt in Hertfordshire, Miss 8., and narrates the very circum-
stance described by Ashburner. The writer confirms several

I See Gozette ile Fyance (rzth of lrul.:e r77z) ; Mercure ile France
(rZZz), i. t37, ii. 169-173; 

- Saurey, L'Hyil,roscope et le aentriloque
(rllz) ; Histoire d}une ieune anglaise {rZZi., Mercure d,e Franoe (rZz9, li. ztzo-zrz5; Q7z8), i. rr75-rt77;
MCmoire instruotiJ poul un aoy&geur (1738), i. tr4, tzo; Rozier, Intro-
iluclion aur obseruations sur la physi.que (tZZz), ii.255-26o.t Morgenblatt (r8ro), iv. rz37-r244; L. Oken, " Die Rhabdomantin
Beutler," fsis (r8r8), II. i. r4o-r4O; J.H.D. Zschokke, Ueberliefer-
il.ngerr, zur Gesahiahte unsere Zeit (r8r8), pp.33r-335 ; id,., Eine Selbst-
schau (1842), i. zz6-227, i. r7z; J. F. Weisse, Erfahrungen iiber
arzneiverstdnilige Somnambulen (t8rg), pp. 75-84.. C. von Reichenbach, Physico-physiol,ogioal Researohes, ed. by J,
Ashburner (r85o-r85r), pp. 9o-ro6,
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of his statements, and it was found that she was unaware that
Ashburner had written anything on the subject.

In view of these facts it seemed desirable to arrange a set
experiment {ong thgse lines; but it is almost impos-sible to
induce a professional dowser to submit to such a test, because
it requires a good deal of time, patience and intelligence : the
patience and the intelligence he very often does not possess
and the time he can more profitably dispose of in dowsling for
water. It was decided thereiore to hiv" r"^corrr." to an amat"eur ;
about this time was received the following letter from Mr F.
J. Young: " In the year 1893 I had a remarkable experience
when out water-finding with the rod. I found that
after 'setting ' myself, to use the rod, i.e., getting into an
abstracted mental condition, lost to all around, whe]'r, or just
before, the rod turned, I could-as it were clairvoyantly-see
the underground springs and actually appeared able to trace
them out as I walked along. My friend Mr Robertson, who,
as you are aware, also uses the rod with success as an amateur
water-finder, tells me he also had a similar experience, and
we have since read that a ' diviner ' named Adams, a Somerset
man, frequently asserted the same thing."

It was therefore decided to ask Mr Young to submit to some
experiments, to which he readily consented. The method was
this : he was asked to try whether a pencil held in his hand
would write automatically certain wordi or numbers that would
be enclosed in a sealed envelope. Some words of three letters
were therefore written in capital letters, the paper placed
between the folds of a piece of thick paper and then enilosed
in- an opaque envelope which was securely fastened and sealed
w_ith a priv_ate seal. Three such envelopes were posted to Mr
Young. He replied: l'On receiving y:our lettei I gave the
envelope-s to my sister-in-law, who took charge of th-em till I
was ready to make the experiment. When it leisure in the
eve-ning-she-gave me one of the envelopes marked (3), which
I?laced inside Ty gap, and put cap and envelope on'the top
of my bald head. ,I sat at a table, as usual, with a pencil iir
my. hand,.-and made 

-my mind as blank as possible, iatientlywaiting till my hand appeared controlled-to write-withoui
any volition 9n my-pqt. After waiting for a little while my
hand suddenly scribbled out, on an old postcard which wa-s
lying near, the enclosed, which looks like-ONW, or else the
last letter is E, ONE. I send the postcard to you with the
scribble on it. Will you please say what the-word is ? I
return the envelope.

I found the experiment very tiring, as if some vital force
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were exhausted, and will try the other envelopes another time.
P.S. Before posting this letter, I made a second experiment

with another of your envelopes, the one marked (z). First
I tried with the rod in my hands, my sister slowly repeated
the alphabet aloud; this she did three or four times. After
the first repetition the rod moved at the letters A, B and C
and no others. I then tried automatic writing with my eyes
shut ; the enclosed came, starting from the x-it looks like A.

Frc, 7o. Frnst ExpBnrurNt: LBttgns pLAcED rN Tr{E ENvELopE
ONE
@a'w
CAE

Frc. 7r. Frnsr ExpBntMsNt: LBtruns pRoDUcED sv Mn YouNc

Ftc. 72. SrcoNo ExpBnrurNr: Lprrgns pLAcED IN THE ENvBr.opB

Frc. 73.
SscoNp ExpBnruBNr: Lprrpns
PRoDUCED sv Mn YouNc AT THE

Frnsr Arrrupc

Frc. 74.
Sdcorp ExppnrurNr : LBtruns
PRoDUcED sv Mn Your.rc AT THE

sEcoND Arrnupt

B. On a second attempt the same letters came somewhat
clearer."

On receiving the envelopes they were carefully examined and
found not to have been tampered with in any way. They were
then opened and in No. 3 was found the word ONE, and in
No. z the word CAB. Figs. 7o-74 are facsimiles of the original
and of the writing sent by Mr Young. Sir William Barrett,
who conducted this experiment, had no idea which of numerous
words he had written was in the envelopes he had sent. The
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experiment, therefore, was a strikingly successful one. Unfor-
tunately, before Mr Young could proceed to the third envelope,
illness and death invaded his house, and the experiments were
laid aside and forgotten. Before this experiment Mr Young
had made others of a similar nature, which are, however,
recorded on his sole authority. Mr Young was a man of
unquestionable integrity, who devoted many years to this
problem, not only without any kind of gain but also without
gaining, or seeking, notoriety. Nevertheless, the results must
be taken for what they are worth. He wrote on the 5th of
January rgroo : " I made a few trials this evening. I cut some
squares of paper all alike, put a number of one figure on each,
then turned the squares upside down, shuffied them about in
every way, and then picked up one of the squares with my eyes
closed, put it on the top of my head and placed my cap on,
it fitting close to the crown of my head. Then I made myself
as passive as possible, and either slowly repeated the figures
till a certain one seemed to be right, or the impression of a
particular figure came as soon as I put the cap on my head;
when it came thus quickly, it was invariably right. This is the
result, and the order in which I took up the figures, of course
one at a time. x denotes a wrong guess :

Figure on square. z I +lll Sltlz I s I s I 0 I rFigureguessed x I + lZl S l" | " I s l* I o l,
The experiment was very exhausting, so that I could not go
on any longer."

Finally under this head may be quoted the following passage
from a statement kindly sent by Professor E. Garnett, Principal
of the Pretoria Normal College and Professor of Education
at the Transvaal University College. We have not obtained
independent verification of his statement, but the facts are
carefully recorded. Professor Garnett (writing from Alandale,
Grahamstown, on the 3rd of February rg24), after describing
various discoveries of note made by his eighteen-year-old son
Edward Oscar Garnett, the manner in which he discovered
his ability to dowse, and his procedure and sensations, proceeds :

" During the past few months, my son has discovered (again
trying simple tests by way of amusement) that in reply to
definite Questions the rod behaves as planchette.

The method he adopts is as follows :

The rod is held at forehead level, almost vertical.
Questions are asked in usual tone and pitch of voice.
For 'Yes' the rod moves forward and downward.
For 'No ' the rod moves backward and downward.
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The first trials were of a very simple and easily verified nature.
During the last five weeks the following examination results
were predicted, and the fulfilment realized within the past
fortnight, viz.,

(r) His sister Kathleen Erica's passing the Cape University
Junior Matriculation, Class I.

(z) His friend Barbara Bell-John's passing the Transvaal
Matriculation.

Occasionally the answers were given by the Morse Codc
which my son knows, a tremor representing the dot, a sharp
downward stroke the dash."

$ 6. Tnu CnvprrstnErlc THEoRy oF DowsING

The several categories of phenomena surveyed above appear
to us to lead inevitably to the conclusion that no physical
theory can cover the facts. In our view the phenomena of
dowsing are due to the follolving causative chain of psycho-
logical and physiological happenings : a suggestion is received by
the dowser's subconsciousness by means pf a sensibility as yet
unknown to us and therefore admirably named by M. Richet
cryptesthesia (xpvnr6E hidden { aio1rlo$, perception); the
t<riowledge thus supernormally obtained can become conscious
in several ways : (r) if the person is one whose access to, and
ability to become conscious of, knowledge in his subconscious-
ness ii more continuous and complete than those of the normal
person, the cryptesthetic suggestion received by hjs subcon-
iciousness can almost simultaneously become conscious either
bv a purely abstract cognition or by means of a visualisation
oi 

"rr.n 
by means of an hillucination bf one or more of the senses.

Under this head would come many of those phenomena which
we have considered in which the dowser simply " knows " when
he has discovered the object of his search or " sees " it.

Such cases, however, are exceptional, and the dowser Sener-
ally becomes conscious of the subconscious suggestion, (z) by
means of unconscious, automatic movements such as those
which provide the phenomena of automatic writing, of the
planchette, of the pendule explorateur, and of all those_things
wtrictr Sir William Barrett has named autoscopes, including,
of course, the dowsing-rod. Intermediately between these
alternatives may be placed (3) those reactions of the subcon-
scious suggestion which cause the phenomena which may be
comprehensively described as the malaise of the dowser.

Iri short, we-claim that dowsing is a purely psychological
problem, that all its phenomena find their origin in the dowser's
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mind, that no physical theory can bear close consideration,
and that the movements of the rod and of the dowser have no
more direct relation to the discovery of, say, water than as
giving physical and visible expression to a mental and abstract
cognition.

Much evidence put forward in this chapter and the previous
one obviously can bear no other interpretation. How else can
the simple experiment of insulating and uninsulating the dowser
be explained ? Nevertheless this theory has been strongly
criticised, but before turning to these criticisms we may briefly
review some of the support this view has received. Over two
centuries ago Zeidler pointed out that the rod should not be
asked questions transcending human intelligence, " for it is
your own spirit that answers; you collect your mind, and it
answers the rod according to the nature of the spirit." r Sir
Lauder Brunton has well expressed this theory in writing:
" I am inclined to think that the success of the divining rod,
in some hands, for finding water or even for tracing criminals,
is due to its causing involuntary muscular action, and thus
enabling the person using it to consciously recognise that
impressions have been made upon him which would otherwise
never have arisen above the state of sub-consciousness." s

This is the view endorsed by M. Charles Richet,e and finally
may, be quoted a passage by a German writer. In Germany
nearly all students of this subject are still hankering after
electrical and magnetic theories, a circumstance which gives
the following passage (with the terminology of which we dis-
agrgQ all the more value: " The dowsing-rod is only an
auxiliary meant to intensify the almost unnoticeable change
in the physiological condition of the body, and to visualiie
more strongly the unconscious action of the muscles, the indica-
tion of a nervous stimulation of the body, as Heim very rightly
remarks. The fact that the rod generally turns upwards in
France and downwards in Germany is another cfuar proof
that in dowsing it is only an unconscious physiological change,
and that the whole act is of a subjective nature, and the mystic
rod is but a means to fix the attention and to magnify by lever-
age the feeble motions of the muscles-an instrumenl which
can be dispensed with after adequate practice." I

I Pantomysteriurn (r7oo), c. 6.
' " Truth and Delusion," The {Jniuersal Reaiew (1889), iii. 54.

_.3 See_e.g., TruitC de mCtapsychique (rg4), pp. 29r et seq.; see also
Pierre Janet, L'automatisme psycitologique $88$, pp. 36i et seq.; !.
Grasset, L'occultistte hier et auiourd'hii (rgo8\,'pi. riz'et seq.-; iit.,
Le.spiritisnce deaant la science (rgo+), pp. zz6 el-seq.

' R. Ilennig, Wunder und Wissensohajt $go4), pp. r35-r30. The
translation is not ours.
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$ 7. CnnrcrsMs oF THE CRveTESTHETTc Tnrony
The central criticism directed at the theory we have just

outlined is a fundamental one, which, if it could be sustained,
would nullify all that we have so far said. The critics who
follow this line (the earliest of them was Mr E. T. Bennet) 1

state in effect that unconscious muscular action is not capable
of producing some of the movements of the rod that have been
observed, and that have been described above, and particularly
that such unconscious muscular action does not account for
the phenomena of the transmission of the movements of the
rod, that is, the movements of the rod in the hands of a non-
dowser when touched by a dowser (see $$ 3 and 4 in the
previous chapter).

Before meeting this criticism directly, let us consider this
important point : if the movements of the rod are not caused
by muscular action on the part of the dowser, to what cause
are they due ? Mr A. P. Sinnett, the theosophist, wrote in
a letter, " . . . when you get the hazel rods twisted with a
force that seems disposed to break them it looks as if there
were some elementaiagency at work and I should be inclined
to regard some of your 'dowsers ' as mediums rather than
clairvoyants." In our opinion the phenomena known as tele-
kinesis, the movement of objects without physical contact,
rests on a sufficiently broad basis of experimental evidence to
be regarded as proved; we therefore are not disposed to reject
d priori the suggestion that the movements of the rod are due
to a force or ectoplasm emitted by the dowser. But there is
no evidence whatever that this is the case, and aneconomyof
hypothesis leads us to reject this view so far as the average
case of dowsing is concerned. It must also be remembered
that the use of-a rod on which such a force could exercise its
influence is not indispensable.

A view held by some persons was put forward in a letter by
A. R. Wallace to the effect that the rod is used by discarnate
intelligences. This opinion cannot be better criticised than
by quoting from a letter from Sir Oliver Lodge, whose belief
in human survival is well known : " I am interested in Wallace's
view ; suppose the dowser uere a medium, how does that explain
the movement of the stick ? Does he ,suppose a deceased
person comes and bobs the stick about ? If so how does the
deceasedpersonknowofthewater ? Byclairvoyance ? Then
why not the dowser by clairvoyance ? " fn fact, we are again
at the law of economy of hypothesis.

I Journ. S.P.R. (r8gl), viii. r5r-r55.
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The theory occasionally is put forward that thought-transfer-

ence can account for the phenomena of dowsing; this idea
can be easily disposed of. Granting the possibility of thought-
transference, and granting that this may be the explanation
when some person living or dead knows the whereabouts of
the object looked for, thought-transference cannot account
for the finding of underground water, metals and the like,
and of lost objects.

$ 8. UlrcoNscrous Muscuren AcrroN

We must now return to the contention of many critics and
nearly all dowsers that muscular action is incapable of pro-
ducing the observed movements of the rod. The dowiers
themselves express this opinion in no hesitating manner;
thus Major Wedderburn Maxwell writes: " I have taken
hold of people by one hand and made them hold the wire
or twig in their left hand and held the other end in my right
hand, and the wire or twig will work and twist despite what
any one does or wishes to do to prevent it." Dean Ovenden,
after describing some experiments which he carried out,
continues: " I felt a downward drag which I was unable to
resist, although employing a1l my muscular force in the oppo-
site direction. . . . There was, I am convinced, a force external
to myseU pulling against me." Dr D. W. Eshelby, of Stock-
ton House, near Worcester, writing in a letter about a young
farmer named Skyrne in his neighbourhood, who is a success-
ful dowser, writes: " He [Skyrne] endeavours to resist the
downward jerk of the branch. To assure myself of this I
clasped his hands in mine and then walked slowly over the
pipe of running water at night. The moment we came over
the water the sensation was as though someone had seized the
apex of the triangular branch and forcibly borne it down;
our hands resisted this downward movement, and the two
sticks gave way at the spot where they left his hands, and
showed a 'green-stick fracture.' He did not move his hands
or wrists as I had hold of them and should have detected
any muscular movement sufficient to break the sticks." The
late Sir Richard Harington, after describing his experience as a
dowser, concludes that in his opinion his experiments (which
seem quite inconclusive to us), " are conclusivl that in my case
at least there must be the operation of some force exterior to
my own body. ." The reader will remember the Aymar-
rivalling exploits of Mr R. Howson, who subsequently agreed
to carry out some experiments ; writing of these he states that
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" no muscular action can account for the turning of the rod;
that it is due to some independent and external force, the
origin of which has yet to be discovered." And he concludes
in unmistakeable and courageous terms: " It is not the
muscle that moves the rod but the rod that moves the muscle."
We could quote many other letters from dowsers to the same
effect.

We will now pass on to evidence which shows that the
motion of the rod is really due to the muscular action of the
dowser, notwithstanding the fact that there are certain posi-
tions in which the rod is held where it seems at first sight to
be impossible for the dowser to move it. Such, for example,
as that shown in figure 34, where Stone is shown holding a thick
forked rod depending from the forefinger, second finger and
thumb of each hand. Stone himself asserts that there is no
movement of his fingers and that he holds the rod in this way
because it cannot be moved by the dowser; but a careful eye-
witness, Mr R. J. Charleton, writes as follows: " f must
contradict the assertion that no movement of Mr Stone's
fingers could be detected whilst he is using the divining rod.
I watched him most closely, and distinctly noticed that his
forefingers, second fingers and thumbs, between which he held
the ends of the forked stick, were strongly compressed upon
the pliant wood. At the same time there was an inward
twisting action of the fingers which had the efiect of raising the
apex of the rod. Tremendous muscular force was apparently
being used, to such an extent, in fact, that the operator's hands
became quite swollen and tremulous when he had completed
his experiments. I have myself been able to verify this
explanation in my own person repeatedly, though I could not
move such thick twigs as Mr Stone employs, but his muscular
deVelopment is greater than mine and he is in constant
practice."

Further testimony is afiorded by Mr J. F. Young. Mr
Young was at first inclined to think that the movement of the
rod was entirely spontaneous and quite independent of the
dowser, but after his attention had been drawn to the matter,
he writes as follows : " I see that the motion of the rod,
which is always held in tension by the water-finder, is really
due to unconscious muscular action; this is specially notice-
able with a watch-spring which I generally employ. In fact, I
am so convinced in this matter, after endless experiments,
that I defy any one to prove the contrary." A Somersetshire
incumbent gives corroborative testimony, and states that,
when holding the rod in the same way as the professional
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dowser.he employed, " the harder I grasped the stick to prevent
it turning, the_more it turned, till ;t last it broke in tivo, andhurt the hand that held it." 1

But this is no new explanation of the motion of the rod,
for the fullest and best account of its motion, based upon
experimental evidence, is given by the American writer'to
whom we have already referred, Mi Emerson, in the pages ofthe American Journal, of Science. The writer .froiu"'t o*
st-artling and apparently miraculous is the sudden *otlor,
o,f the rod, in the hands of a good water-finder, and remarks
that if there be a fraud, the doivsers are themselves the-dupes.
It is true, he goes on to say, that nearly every one can urge i1 to
turn in a fashion, but only in the hands of a very t"* 3o.. ii
qgr9, ngt_ olly without,urging, but contrary io their bestefforts. He himself tried again and again, 

-but failed. At
last, one day, watching a young and juccessful diviner, h1
noticed !_he peculiar spiiit ana aiiof determination witrr wiricrr
he handled the rod.- ', Hoping to catch his lively ;;;;;
_[Mr Emerson says] I took the iod and tried *v fri"A ue;i".w!.3 I got to the bank of the rivulet the rod bigan to niove,
and I could not restrain it. He who for the first tlme i" rri. rir"
has received an electric shock will recognise the sensationwtich
I e]rperienced when I felt the limbs of-the roa c."wtirrg r;;;,
and saw the point turning down in spite of everv efiort mv
clenched hands courd make to restriin it. t., irri. 

"o"ta'tbetween myself and the rod the bark was stripped off the twie.
The secret appeared to be to hold the rod in L'*plrltra i"n"3,
fby this h.e apgalenlly.means a determined ind .o;fld*t,
not a weak and hesitating, manner], for since then the rod
has never failed to move in my hands, nor in the hands of
those I have instructed." z -

These opinions may b9 supplemented by those of two
trained observers who undertooli experimentJ for the purpose
of ohserving thrr specific point. Dr F. purser, pr"r6.rol-"i
Physiology at Trinity College, Dublin, conducted such an
experiment with Mr J. H. Jones, of whom we have alreadv
several times-sqo_ken. Dr purser reported. as follows , ;,-it'u
interview with Mr Jones was held uirder rather unfavourabre
crrcumstances, owing to the storm, but I think I was able to see
the movement by which the turning of the stick is effected.

rhe movements by which the stick is turned are : (r) A
r Notes and Queries (r8s+), r S. x. r<<_

, ^'^C.p. 
C.... Richet, .,ia irifigestion me"n"tale,', Reuuc philosobhioue

(.r6d4), xvrrr. 639164o ; M. Culpin , Spiritualism and the New psyihology
(rgeo), pp. gZ-S8.
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rotation of the forearms, or one of them ; (2) a flexion of the
inner fingers, by which the stick is made a lever of the first
order with very short distance between the fulcrum and the
poryel, or perhaps a lever of the third order. It was impossible
to follow the movements when the stick was rapidly twirled,
or when Mr Jones walked rapidly and the rod suddenly turned
and he said: 'There is water here.' But when he stood
over the place where he said underground water existed, and
professed to struggle against the motion of the stick, the
movement was evident, and I had no difficulty in imitating the
movements myself, although, of course, not so dexterously as
Mr Jones did. As to whether the movements are conscious
or unconscious I cannot express any opinion,-but that the
stick is moved by the muscles of the- arm and not by any
occult influence cannot be doubted, I think, by any reasonable
being."

The second opinion referred to is contained in the following
extract from the report of a small committee who, in 1894,
critically examined a dowser at work. The committee 

-of

investigation consisted of the pathologist and the assistant
physician of one of the Bristol hospitals, Mr Mole, F.R.C.S.,
and Dr f'. H. Edgeworth, the latter having made neurology
a special gludy, and the Rev. R. A. Chudleigh, of West Parley
Rectory, Wimborne, Dorset. They were fortunate in securing
the co-operation of a skilful amateur dowser, who placed
himself, as well as his estate (on the border of the Mendips),
entirely at their service. In the course of a lengthy repbrt
Mr Chudleigh says: " If there be one thing which is per-
fectly clear, it is that the movement of the wand is due to an
unconscious muscular contraction, just like other muscular
contractions, except that it is unconscious." He goes on to
say: " The violent tremor which convulsed the over-strained
arm is itself enough to suggest witchcraft to an ordinary spec-
tator, and yet I am sure that it is nothing more than what is
known as musck-clonus." Anatomical reasons are then given
to account for the sudden violent motion of the rod, and the
report continues: " A precisely analogous phenomenon is
seen in those cases where a spinal wound or a spinal poison
throws the whole body into universal spasm; but the flexors
master the extensors and the back muscles overpower the front
ones,-the result being the frightful and well-known pose called
opisthotonus." The writer then points out that the sudden
spontaneous tension of the muscles of the arms which occur
when the dowser believes himself to be over a spring is probably
due to auto-suggestion ; " this auto-suggestion makes-a divinel
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positively tetanic rvhen he knows or thinks that rvater is
present."

It will be seen therefore that the assertions of the dowsers are
over-balanced by those of competent observers. And we must
therefore find the reason why so many persons feel unable to
accept- the obvious and reasonable theory of unconscious
muscular action. This reason is not far io seek: the lay
person cannot believe an unconscious muscular action to bi
perfectly compatible with a conscious resistance to that action.
Nevertheless the evidence that this is not only possible but
co-nstantly.done every day by everyone is overwhilming. To
take a familiar case : many personssuffer from a tic, or iwitctr-
ing of a muscle, as that of the eyelid, for instance. This is an
unconscious muscular action, and no amount of conscious
muscular effort will restrain that muscle from twitching.
Further, to conclude this argument, there is a simple e"perf-
ment that.everyone can try, and which not only iovers the
present point but also the apparent difficulty of the trans-
mission of unconscious muscular action.

-Ygrt people will find if they hold in their fingers a thread
w-hi9h is. w_eighted.al the other end with a ring or something
of the kind, that this. thread or pend,ule expl,orateur will begii
to move in a rhythmical manner. This mbtion is not duJto
anything but unconscious muscular action, for (and this applies
equally 

^well 
to the dowsing-rod) if .the thread be suspiicled

from a fixed support, it will not move.l Thus the posiibilitv
of unconscious muscular action is proved. Now, if a'bystande"r
suggests to the holder of the thread that it will move from
north to south, it will generally do so. This proves the pos-
sibility of suggestion controlling unconscious riuscurar actiion.
Further, if the holder of the thiead tries by muscular effort or
passivity. to stay the motion of the thread, he will invariablyfail. This proves the impossibility of conscious functions, as i
rule, controlling unconscious ones. If now a suggestion con-
cerning, say, the direction of the movement of the pend,ule,
be given to somebody in another room and out of hearing,
and this person returns to the room and holds the hand 6f
the person who ir holding the thread, the thread will obey
the sugge-stjon. This will occur if one or more persons are
interposed-between the holder of the thread and-the person
to rylrg-T the suggestion is given. In this way is provid the
possibility of transmitting unconscious muscuiar movements.
We need only add that concerning all these points there is an

1 An experiment on these lines was made by Kircher three centuries
ago; see pp. r2-r3 above.
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enormous mass of evidence which can be found in the writings
of psychologists, hypnotists, psychical researchers, and others.
It would be idle to pretend that we understand the rationale
of such phenomena, but their existence no serious person can
doubt unless he be of the disposition of that observer of Bleton
who declared that he would not believe even if he saw. But
it would be equally idle to pretend that unconscious muscular
action in itself is a complete explanation ; that is far from
being the case. To mention only one point yet to be resolved,
why does the unconscious muscular action take the form that
produces a movement in a rod ? This psychological difficulty
has been very well put by Sir Charles Sherington in a letter:
" . . . An emotional stimulus is often directly connected
with an unwilled movement; but the movement is as a rule
such a one as without straining interpretation bears some ob-
vious significance as appropriate for circumstances likely to
be concurrent with the stimulus. It is curious to find a move-
ment connected with emotion which seetns comparatively mean-
ingless. In the dowser the muscular contractions actuating
the rod do not convey any feature of particular appropriateness
to the event, e.g., discovery of water. If they-to instance
crudely-could signify the scraping of earth away to reach
water, or the cupping of the hands to drink, etc., etc., it might
be different. . ." It is very difficult to say whether the
striking of the rod has more relation to its original purpose, the
indication of mineral ores, but such considerations drive to the
foundations of all our psychological knowledge, and it would
be hopeless to attempt tb consider such things from the angle of
dowsing alone.

$ 9. CoNcrusrom

We may now state the conclusion to which we believe an
impartial student of the facts set out in this book must come.
The dowser, in our opinion, is a person endowed with a sub-
conscious supernormal cognitive faculty, which, its nature
being unknown, we call, after Professor Richet, cryptesthesia.
By means of this cryptesthesia knowledge of whatever object
is- searched for enterl the dowser's subconsciousness and is
revealed by means of an unconscious muscular reaction, or less
often by an obscure nervous sensation or emotion which
produces physiotogical disturbances, or very rarely by means
of direct supernormal cognition made conscious by a visualrsa-
tion or hallucination.

We do not believe that the accumulation of further masses of
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evidence, though of course this is not undesirable, will make the
argument for these contentions any stronger. AII that is
re.quired i9 the discovery of some fruitful gen-eralisation which
will permit the orthodoi scientist to incor[orate cryptesthesia
into the canon of accepted and indisputable scienlidG;;-
lgdge. We believe tha[ the first mov6ment of thoueht in this
direction will occur f rom the impossibility of fi nding airy n*rn"i
explanation of the phenomena- of dowjing.

-l


